Delivery
Audit

DELIVERY

A Professional Online Ordering Experience
Having a professional online ordering platform is important, because it’s often the first opportunity to impress
your customers with an exceptional delivery experience. If you have your own online ordering website,
customers will appreciate a fast, intuitive, informational and aesthetically pleasing website, the ability to
customize their order, and delicious menu options to choose from.

PIZZA

Speedy Tip: The more appetizing your photos look, the higher the likelihood that customers will add items
to their order. It’s hard to resist when everything just looks so tasty! Explore what else could be improved on
your online ordering site by downloading this checklist.

Up-to-Date Delivery Technology
You can aspire to provide a high-quality delivery service to your customers, but if you don’t have the
technology in place to support you, it can be a lot harder to achieve consistent results. Your POS should be
able to handle delivery payments and integrate with third-party ordering platforms to reduce order errors.
Specialized technology will help you to track your delivery orders, manage stock levels, take payments at the
customer’s door, and provide consistent experiences for your customers. A customer should be able to rely
on the same quality delivery service every time.

PIZZA

Speedy Tip: Choose to integrate online orders directly into your POS instead of inputting orders manually,
since human error can cost you around $30 per order and $9,000 every month (based on a 20-table
restaurant, with 6,000 orders monthly and a 5% human error rate). It also frees up one more staff member
during a busy dinner rush.

PIZZA

Preparing Food for Travel
Unfortunately, not all food travels the same. Take the time
to go through your menu and select packaging that will
successfully transport your menu items so that food
will arrive looking and smelling as delicious as in
your restaurant.
Special packaging can help with common problems such as:
y Sogginess in fried foods.
y Cold or melted food.
y Soup or sauces leaking into the rest of the order.
y Pizza grease leaking through the bottom of the box.

PIZZA

Speedy Tip: Consider offering some menu items for delivery that are not included on your dine-in menu but
will travel especially well; this can be part of a marketing strategy to encourage more delivery orders.

Food Presentation
The goal in delivery is for your customers to
open the bag, see and taste their food order,
and have their expectations exceeded. The best
way to meet their expectations is by delivering
a complete and accurate order, using proper
packaging to keep food hot (or cold) during the
commute, and to avoid spills.
To go above and beyond means delivering
delicious food, clearly marking and
sealing individual food items, using ecofriendly packaging, and carefully including
everything necessary to enjoy the meal, such
as relevant condiments and extra napkins.

Delivery Branding
Brand Your Packaging
Although the food you deliver will always be the star, don’t
forget the importance of packaging. Not only should the
packaging protect the food and keep it at the correct
temperature, it should also be remembered.
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Branding your packaging for delivery is a simple and
effective way to get people talking, and show your
restaurant’s personality.
Use your logo, brand colours, and design it to look
attractive and memorable. Not to mention, in the age of social
media, a unique or funny way of delivering food has an opportunity to be
shared and go viral.

Other Branding Opportunities
Food packaging is just one easy way to market your restaurant. Your whole delivery service from
beginning to end is an opportunity as well. A few more options include:
y Uniformed delivery drivers.
y Custom-branded insulated delivery bags.
y Branded delivery cars (moving billboards).

Pizza

On-Time Delivery
Receiving food at the expected time is important
to customers. Although we usually think of
lateness as a negative factor when we think
about deliveries, arriving earlier than the
estimated time is also not ideal.
BUY
PIZZA

An ETA gives the customer a specific time to
prepare for, so the time needs to be accurate and
delivery drivers should consistently arrive on
time and at the right location.

Delivery Payments
To make the delivery experience more convenient
for both you and your customers, you need to have
the capability to take credit card payments at the
customer’s doorstep. By making this simple switch,
you could save hundreds of dollars each month in
lower card processing fees and reduced delivery
chargebacks.
When you use SpeedLine Pay™ for delivery, no credit card information is manually entered. Instead, drivers use
the combination of the SpeedLine Pay mobile app and a mobile EMV bbPOS card reader to securely accept
card payments at the customer’s door.
In addition to lower card processing fees, here are some of the other advantages to using SpeedLine Pay:
y Protects against counterfeit card fraud.
y Compatible with contactless tap payments, Apple Pay, and Google Pay.
y Easily pre-set tip prompt percentages for convenient tipping and fair driver compensation.
y Accepts credit, debit, and supported gift cards.
y Reduces PCI scope and decreases compliance costs.

How SpeedLine Pay Works
1. Drivers take a mobile phone or tablet with the SpeedLine Pay app and a mobile EMV card reader on the
delivery run.
2. At the customer’s door, the driver scans a QR code on the printed delivery slip, which securely sends the
ticket information to the app.
3. The driver hands the phone or tablet to the customer, who follows prompts to add a tip, confirm the total,
and make the payment using the card reader.
4. The app sends encrypted payment information to
the processor for approval.
5. The approved amount is shown.
6. When the driver returns to the store, all payments
synchronize with the POS, and the system emails a
receipt to the customer.
y Uniformed delivery drivers.
y Custom-branded insulated delivery bags.
y Branded delivery cars (moving billboards).

Customer Service
Your delivery drivers are the face of your
restaurant when delivering your food, so it’s
important that they act in a way that reflects
that.

Friendly Professionalism
Drivers should be trained to provide a
professional service, and present a polite and
friendly demeanor. If there is a mistake with the
order, the customer will sense the difference
between a driver who is in a hurry and wants to
leave, and a driver who cares about making it
right.

Go The Extra Mile
Drivers should also be trained to look for ways to go above and beyond. Something as simple as requesting
the customer’s name to confirm delivery to the right person means less mistakes made and the food being
delivered personally. Customers will notice someone making an extra effort to provide top quality service,
and will attribute it to your brand.

Delivery Driver Consideration
Watching someone carefully carry our food to
our hungry and waiting arms is a great feeling.
Watching a delivery driver drop part of our order on
the sidewalk and carelessly stuff it back in the bag…
not so much. A delivery driver who is inconsiderate
is usually memorable, and not in a good way.
This includes a delivery car pulling up with music
blasting, or disregard for special instructions or
social distancing measures.

Hygiene and Vehicle
Maintenance
Hygiene and vehicle maintenance standards should
be in place for delivery drivers to adhere to. Drivers
should be well groomed and well dressed, and their
cars and delivery bags should be cleaned regularly.

Delivery Instructions
Customers will often add food and delivery
instructions to their order. If the specifications are
reasonable requests, they should be followed to the
best of the delivery driver’s ability. The customer
will feel heard and appreciated if the delivery driver
remembers to add that extra fork in the bag, and
knocks on the correct side door. It will also save
a lot of time and disappointment if the delivery
driver quickly double checks that the food order
specifications have been followed before leaving the
restaurant.

Ticket #29 1:08 pm
Delivery
Quoted Time: 12:19 pm 35 min
123-4567
John Doe
306 Doe Street
Zone: 1
Expected Payment:

PIZZA

51.02

Bring New Menu
Ring on left-hand door bell

Loyalty Incentives
Extra perks and promotions help create brand loyalty. Start by brainstorming which incentives pair well
with your delivery strategy. Then, add them to your online ordering website and slip some coupons and
vouchers in the bags with the food.
y Vouchers and coupons tucked into the delivery bag encourages customers to order from you again.
y Provide free delivery on a customer’s first order, offer menu items exclusive to delivery, or deliver for
free if their order total reaches a certain amount. This can encourage first time delivery orders and
improve repeat deliveries.
y Customer feedback incentives can help you learn more about what you can do better in delivery.
y Thank-you notes on receipts or on the box, smileys on napkins, or a call to action to share their meal
or group selfies on social media: all these seemingly insignificant extras can help to make your
delivery operation stand out and create a personal experience.
These small incentives can improve your
marketing and deliver more value to your
customers.

Are you delivering a great service?
Fill out the delivery audit checklist to get a better sense of the quality of your delivery service. The more honest you
are, the more accurate your results will be. It will help you to identify aspects that make you shine, as well as areas that
could use improvement.

Delivery Audit Checklist
Grading
Element
Online
Ordering
Experience

Exceptional
(3 Points)

Competent
(2 Points)

Needs Improvement
(1 Points)

Unsatisfactory
(0 Points)

Professional Branding

Logo and brand colors
are present

Some branding, but not
memorable

No branding is
present.

Professional food
pictures

Good food pictures

Food pictures are
unappetizing

No food pictures are
available; text only.

Fast website

Some website loading
delays

Website is slow and lags

Website experiences
a lot of downtime,
and is unreliable.

Mobile-friendly & App

Mobile-friendly

Some parts of the
website are not
mobile-friendly

Not mobile-friendly

Option to pre-pay with
a card using a variety
of payment methods
(including gift cards)
online or at the door.

Option to pre-pay
online; tip option
available, but must
use cash if paying at
the door.

Option to pre-pay online
using only Mastercard, no
tip option available

Cash only.

Ability to customize
order, including halfand-half pizzas.

Ability to customize
pizza toppings only.

Pizzas are only
customizable by size.

No customizing
options.

Ability to add a note
for the driver or for the
kitchen.

Ability to add a note
for the kitchen.

Notes are drop-down only.

Notes are not
available.

Easy website
navigation.

Website navigation
is good.

Website navigation is
somewhat confusing.

Website is
confusing, with
broken links.

ETA times are clear.

ETA times are given
as a range.

ETA times are inaccurate.

ETA times are not
offered.

Chooses the restaurant
location closest to you.

You choose the
restaurant location
closest to you.

The website often chooses
the incorrect closest
restaurant location

The website does not
tell you the closest
restaurant location

Coupons are available
online.

Some coupons are
available online.

Coupons don’t work
online.

No coupons.

Score

Grading
Element
Up-To-Date
Delivery
Technology

Exceptional
(3 Points)

Competent
(2 Points)

Needs Improvement
(1 Points)

Unsatisfactory
(0 Points)

Your POS Integrates
with online ordering
platforms and/or your
website. No need for
manually inputting
information from
tablets.

Orders from online
ordering platforms
and/or your website
come in on tablets.
Staff manually input
the information from
tablets into the POS.

Customers must order on
the phone. The customer
database is good, and
staff are diligent, however
they are busy and often
make small mistakes when
inputting the order

Customers must
order on the phone
and often have to
wait on the line
for an available
staff member. The
customer database
is not up to date,
and drivers often
end up at the wrong
address.

Your POS quickly
handles orders that
come in through the
online ordering site, and
sends the order where it
needs to go.

Once inputted into the
POS, it sends the order
where it needs to go.

The POS sends the order
to the kitchen, but extra
time must be taken to
manually assign drivers
and calculate ETA times.

Handwritten tickets
all the way! The first
delivery driver who
gets back can take
the food.

Stock is simultaneously
managed in-house and
online. If something
runs out in the kitchen,
it is updated for
customers online.

If something runs out
in the kitchen, staff can
update the out of stock
item in the POS, and
update it online with
only a short delay.

Customers must often be
called with disappointing
news when an item is out
of stock in the kitchen,
until it can be updated in
the system.

If an item is out of
stock, nothing can
be done until more
stock is received in
store again. In the
meantime, customers
are disappointed.

Staff are notified
immediately by the
system if a delivery
driver is late delivering
an order, and ETAs are
updated.

Staff can look up the
delivery status of an
order.

Staff are unaware how far
behind schedule delivery
drivers are, and accurate
ETAs suffer.

No delivery
monitoring.

Delivery hours can be
adjusted on special
days or weekends to
avoid conflict with busy
dine-in evenings.

Delivery hours can be
adjusted on special
days or weekends to
avoid conflict with
busy dine-in evenings.

Delivery hours can only
be adjusted for repeat
circumstances, such as
weekends.

Delivery hours are
too much of a hassle
to adjust.

Customers can pay with
cards on their doorstep
with platforms such as
Pay@ the Door. A tip
can be added.

Customers can
pay with a card on
their doorstep but
chargeback risk is high
as are card-present
processing fees.

If a customer wants to
pay with a card, they must
prepay beforehand.

Cash only!

Customer addresses
are auto-assigned to
delivery zones so that
delivery drivers can
deliver within the same
area, you can charge
the specified fees for
that zone.

Assign customers
and delivery drivers to
delivery zones.

Drivers try to take orders
that are close in location
proximity to other orders,
but it doesn’t always work
and food gets cold during
the commute.

Drivers take orders
out as they come
in, unintentionally
wasting time and
fuel.

Score

Grading
Element
Up-To-Date
Delivery
Technology
(continued)

Preparing
Food for
Travel

Food
Presentation

Exceptional
(3 Points)

Competent
(2 Points)

Needs Improvement
(1 Points)

Unsatisfactory
(0 Points)

The system sends
address instructions
and a link directly to the
delivery driver for easy
navigation.

The system sends
address instructions
directly to the delivery
driver for easy
navigation.

The delivery address is
printed on the receipt, and
must be manually inputted
into a navigation device.

The delivery driver
thinks they know
where the house is.

Delivery drivers are
tracked and extensive
reports are printed so
your store knows all
the details.

Delivery drivers are
tracked and basic
reports are printed.

The manager will start
to notice if a delivery
driver is constantly late
and using more fuel than
other drivers.

We have to assume
that the food is
being delivered. Bad
reviews let us know if
we need to intervene.

A few select items
have been removed
from the delivery menu
that do not travel well.

The delivery menu
is the same as is
offered in-house,
but is packaged to
accommodate.

Most of the food on the
menu does not travel
well, but some of the
packaging helps.

Most of the menu
items do not travel
well, and no care
has been taken to
accommodate.

The food travels well,
and arrives as if in a
dine-in setting.

The food travels
moderately well, with
no spills.

The food travels
moderately well, with a
few spills, and a bit of
greasiness/sogginess.

Food arrives soggy,
drinks are watered
down, and spills are
inevitable.

Because of a well
selected menu and
proper packaging, food
arrives hot and alluring.

Some of the food
items are hot and
delicious and some
are warm.

Inconsistency is an issue.
Some food arrives cold,
soggy, or melted and some
arrives hot and delicious.

Food consistently
arrives cold due to
improper packaging
and distance
travelled.

All food items have
specific packaging
designed for travel.

The most precarious
food items have
special packaging to
retain heat and avoid
spills.

Food items could use
better packaging to avoid
spills and mess.

Food items are not
packaged for travel.
Even a plastic bag or
extra napkins would
improve the situation.

Food is hot.

Food arrives warm but
still delicious.

Food is lukewarm and
requires microwaving at
home.

Food arrives cold
(or melted) and
unappetizing.

Order is complete, and
exceeds expectations.

Order is complete,
and arrives exactly as
expected.

Order does not arrive as
expected. Some items do
not resemble the photos
online.

Order is incomplete.
Some items have
been forgotten.

Nothing has spilled
in the bag and the
presentation is
phenomenal.

Nothing has spilled
in the bag; the
presentation is good.

A few items have spilled in
the bag.

The food is a mess.

Menu is included to
incentivise future
delivery orders.

A basic delivery
menu is included
to promote future
deliveries.

Top selling menu items
are listed on a card in
the bag.

Food only.

Score

Grading
Element
Food
Presentation
(continued)

Exceptional
(3 Points)

Meal extras have
been included

Competent
(2 Points)

Basic meal extras
have been included.

y Extra napkins

(1 Points)

Only requested meal extras
have been included.
y customers must
specifically request
extras to be included
during online checkout.

y Extra cutlery
y Anything else
needed for the
meal is carefully
included.

Delivery
Branding

Needs Improvement

Unsatisfactory
(0 Points)

No meal extras are
included. Customers
must find their
own napkins,
forks, knives, and
condiments.

Items are clearly
marked, and sealed
with a timestamp.

tems are clearly
marked to differentiate
menu items, and
sealed.

Items are marked but hard
to read.

Items are
unmarked. The
only way to find
out what lies inside
is by opening
a package and
guessing.

Eco-Friendly
packaging, delivery
bags are reusable.

Consideration for
single use plastic,
minimal amount of
plastic is used.

Plastic is used
predominantly.

Everything is
encased in cheap
plastic.

Packaging is custombranded:

Packaging is branded:

Packaging has the
restaurant’s name in
small print.

Packaging could be
from anywhere.

y logo
y brand colors

y logo

Attractive and
recognizable
packaging.

Recognizable
packaging.

Standard packaging.

Basic packaging.

Location, phone
number and website
marked.

Restaurant and
website information
is marked.

Restaurant is marked.

Packaging is blank.

Car is marked
or branded to
differentiate.

Car has the logo as a
decal in the window.

Car has a card with a logo
on it propped up in the
window.

There is no way to
differentiate the
delivery vehicle.

Insulated delivery bag
is custom branded.

Delivery bag is
custom branded.

Plastic bag is custom
branded.

Plastic grocery bag
is used as a delivery
bag.

Delivery driver is
wearing a uniform.

Delivery driver is
wearing a custom
branded shirt or hat.

Delivery driver is only
carrying a branded
delivery bag to identify
her/himself.

No way to identify
the delivery driver.

Score

Grading
Element
On Time
Delivery

Customer
Service

Driver
Consideration

Exceptional
(3 Points)

Competent
(2 Points)

Needs Improvement

Unsatisfactory

(1 Points)

(0 Points)

Extremely accurate
ETA times.

ETA times are close.

ETA times are within 30
minutes of arrival time.

ETA times are
inconsistent and
inaccurate.

Delivery driver is on
time according to the
ETA.

Delivery driver arrives
within 5 minutes of the
ETA time.

Delivery driver arrives more
than 10 minutes early or
late according to the ETA.

Delivery driver is
consistently late
by more than 30
minutes.

Delivery driver is at
the correct address, at
the correct door, at the
right time.

Delivery driver is at the
correct address and
parks within 5 minutes
of the ETA time.

Delivery driver arrives at
the correct address, but
goes to the incorrect door.

Delivery driver is
consistently lost.

Driver is respectful,
professional, polite
and friendly.

Driver is pleasant
and polite.

Driver seems tired and
avoids eye contact, but
remains polite.

Driver is gruff
and careless.

If something is wrong
with the order, they do
everything they can
to rectify the situation
and prioritize it.

If something is wrong
with the order, they
offer a few solutions.

If something is wrong
with the order, they are
confused, and recommend
that the customer call the
restaurant for help.

If something is
wrong with the order,
you’re on your own.

Requests the
customer’s name to
confirm delivery to the
right person.

States the customer’s
name to confirm
delivery to the right
person.

Assumes that the person
accepting the food is the
customer.

Drops the food on the
doorstep in a rush
and leaves without
confirmation.

Goes above and
beyond to provide
consistent, highquality service.

Customer is pleased
with the level of
service.

The experience isn’t
negative enough for the
customer to leave a bad
review, but in comparison
to other deliveries, this did
not measure up.

Customer notices
the lack of care with
the transportation
of their food, and is
disappointed in the
quality of service. A
negative Yelp review
is likely.

Car music, if any, is at
a reasonable volume
(can’t be heard from
the door).

Car music can be
heard from the
door, but is not a
distraction.

Car music is distracting
and feels unprofessional.

The customer and
neighbours can hear
blaring car music as
the car pulls up and
pulls away.

Extra care has been
taken when transporting
the food both in the
vehicle and to the door.

Care is taken when
transporting the food
to the door.

Careful transportation of
the food is not a priority,
but the majority arrives
intact.

Complete disregard
for the contents of
the food delivery.

Follows all social
distancing requirements
or policies, including
extra instructions from
the customer.

Follows standard
social distancing
requirements or
policies.

Follows most mandatory
social distancing
requirements or policies.

Does not adhere to
any social distancing
requirements or
policies.

Score

Grading
Element
Hygiene
and Car
Maintenance

Delivery
Instructions

Exceptional
(3 Points)

Competent
(2 Points)

Needs Improvement
(1 Points)

Unsatisfactory
(0 Points)

Car is clean and regularly
maintained.

Car is presentable and
drives well.

Car makes some weird
noises pulling up, and has
a dog in the backseat.
Hair is everywhere, and
some oil leaked onto the
driveway.

It’s a wonder the car
is still allowed on the
road. The car started
smoking and got
stuck in the driveway.
The interior is filthy
and full of garbage.

Delivery car is properly
insured under employer
or a commercial policy.
Tracking system is in place
to remember when renewal
dates are approaching.

Delivery cars are
properly insured
under personal auto
insurance.

Car insurance is going to
expire soon, but not sure
when. Need a tracking
system.

Delivery car is not
insured properly.

Food transportation bag
is clean, and wiped down
with an anti-bacterial wipe
before and after every
delivery.

Food transportation
bag is clean.

Food transportation bag
is well used and has held
on to some smells from
previous deliveries.

Food transportation
bag has not been
utilized, and a few
items may have been
sampled from the
bag on the drive over.

Driver is well groomed and
dressed in a uniform.

Driver is well
groomed and dressed
appropriately.

Driver could put more
time and attention
into how they present
themselves at the door.

Driver’s clothes are
wrinkled, wearing
sweatpants, dirty
hoodie with the hood
pulled up.

Delivery driver follows all
special requests made by
the customer such as:

Delivery driver follows
all the special requests
made by the customer.

Delivery driver knows all
of the special requests
made by the customer,
but forgets to comply
with a few.

Delivery driver
doesn’t read the
special requests
made by the
customer and
proceeds as normal.

y knocking on the correct
side door
y an extra fork is brought
y contactless delivery
Delivery driver double
checks that food special
instructions are correct
before leaving the
restaurant.
Delivery driver follows
unstated delivery
instructions to provide
superior service, such as:
y not ringing the doorbell
in the evening to avoid
waking kids
y not blocking entrance
while waiting in
apartment buildings

Score

Grading
Element
Loyalty
incentives

Exceptional
(3 Points)

Loyalty incentives are
offered in the delivery,
such as:

Competent
(2 Points)

At least one loyalty
incentive is offered in
the delivery.

y Vouchers and
coupons in the
delivery bag.

Needs Improvement
(1 Points)

No loyalty incentives are
offered as part of the
delivery, but can be found
online on the website.

Unsatisfactory
(0 Points)

Score

Your customer is
out of luck. You
don’t offer loyalty
incentives at this
time.

y Free delivery on
your first order or
“Buy $x amount
and get free
delivery”
y Menu items
exclusive to
delivery.
y Customer feedback
incentives.

Your final score:

/ 33

Interpret your score:
28 - 33

Great work! Your delivery service should be
outpacing your competition

20 - 27

You have a good foundation. Investing some
time in some of the areas where you didn’t
score well will help your delivery service
really shine.

0 - 19

It looks like you could use some help. Not to
worry—we’re here for you! Contact us today
and we’ll walk you through some options.

You’ve Completed The Audit! Time for Action.
Now that you’ve completed this delivery audit, it’s time
to use it! Simply reading through this resource will only
get you so far. Effectively using this information requires you to put your knowledge into action, and make
pivotal changes to your delivery process. This could
include updating your delivery packaging, training your
delivery drivers to present themselves professionally, or
adapting the menu specifically for delivery.
It can also mean revamping your delivery system
altogether to relieve headaches such as incorrect ETA
times, lost delivery drivers, and lack of POS integration
with online ordering.
A consistent and branded delivery service that customers love can make a huge difference in sales, so now
that you know which areas of your delivery service to
improve, you’re well on your way to consistently delivering hot and delicious food to your customers.

If you found this helpful, why not try our
Online Ordering Audit too?

Half-and-half pizza

www.speedlinesolutions.com/online-audit

What type of order is this?
Delivery

Pickup

Increase Your Delivery Sales. Find Out How:
1-888-400-9185 | info@speedlinesolutions.com
www.speedlinesolutions.com

